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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE EQUALITY OF GENDER AND THE KNOWLEDGE OF REPRODUCTION HEALTH DEGREE WITH THE UNNES STUDENT DATING BEHAVIOUR IN 2010

Gender is a new issue that present in the society nowadays. Many of violence cases which come from the unbalancing gender. One of them is the violence which fall upon women. The subject of that cases is their husband or their male friend. tragically law and the tradition see that as a non-violence act but as a personal and private act (WHO, 2010). The problem of reproduction health in the student college is disturbing. The number of pre-marriage sexual activity is increase every year. A survey in 8.084 teenagers at 15-24 years in four provinces (Central Java, East Java, West Java, and Lampung) shows if among 35.5% male teenagers know if their male teenagers friend have done the pre-marriage sexual activity and 33.7% among female teenagers also have female friend who have done the pre-marriage sexual activities.

This is explanatory research with cross sectional approach. The population is all UNNES student. The sample is 100 students which based on Stanley Lemeshow Theory.

The result shows if the perception of gender equality does not correlate with dating behavior (p=0.056) and the knowledge about reproduction health relate with dating behavior (p=0.02). The analysis uses Chi square test.

According the study, the suggestion for university and education department is if the result of this study can be a suggestion material to make policy which has the relation about reproduction health education. Student also gained information about the reproduction health which can be used for a shield against free sex.
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